GRADUATE STUDENTS

Worried about your future?
Thinking about non-academic careers?
We have a resource for you!

We subscribe to Versatile PhD, an online service founded by a PhD which demystifies non-academic careers and helps you become versatile: ready, willing and able to steer your career in many potential directions.

Join a Great Community
* Connect with over 30,000 members, including hundreds of PhDs outside academia
* Learn how to prepare for many possible careers
* Supportive tone, 100% on topic

Use the Members Directory
* Find PhDs in all sorts of careers
* Reach out for advice

Use the PhD Career Finder
* Get detailed insider info about careers for your discipline
* Read fascinating stories of non-academic PhDs and ABDs
* See real non-academic resumes & cover letters by PhDs and ABDs who got the job

Attend Local Meetups
* F2F meetups in most major cities
* Get in-person confidential support
* Start a VPhD meetup of your own

Peruse PhD-appropriate Jobs
* Learn what's out there
* Focus your search geographically
* Practice reading ads & applying

Completely Confidential
* Nothing you write shows up in Google
* Members guard each other's privacy
* User identities NEVER revealed to universities

Once you establish your affiliation with your university, you may use the Premium Content for an entire year.

To join the community:

Serving STEM, Humanities, and Social Science fields on your campus